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Graduate study in statistics
• In the past, statistics has been happy to view itself as an
outgrowth of mathematics
• As information technologies provide us with bigger and
more complex data sets, it is clear that computing is a
critical part of any statistics practice
• Two years ago, the UCLA Statistics Department
revamped its curriculum to incorporate a core sequence
in computing

The computing sequence
• In many universities, statistical computing is actually
computational statistics and is confined to a single
course; we have taken a broader view
1. Data technologies and programming principles
2. Numerical linear algebra
3. Optimization and Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Data technologies and
programming principles
• The course introduces languages and
IT concepts through particular
statistical problems
• We also emphasize the historical/
human context in which programming
languages have emerged

Statistics 202a:
Operating systems and Unix
Unix tools, pipes, job control, editors
Regular expressions, manipulating
text
Perl [Python]
R, data types, basic computations,
objects and methods, vectorized
operations
Sharing code and data, CVS/SVN,
software licenses, privacy policies,
ethics

• Students learn to “read” languages as
they might in a rhetoric class: What
computations does a language make
easy? What’s hard?

Code distribution, R and packages

• Finally, we hope to train students to
contribute far upstream, toward the
data source

Visualization scripting via Processing

Data formats, XML
Databases, SQL
R interface to MySQL

Special topics: Statistical
computation and realtime systems,
mapping and GIS,

An example
Some history

• This history of Unix is
presented in parallel with
programming assignments that
have students parsing web
server logs
• In so doing, they learn about
grep, pipes, job control, but in
service of answering questions
about the logs, about
behaviors of people (or robots)
browsing a site
• Regular expressions are
introduced in the context of
scraped newsgroup, bulletin
board and IRC chat content

An example
• This approach is effective in
part because the data are
immediately interpretable
• Unlike many scientific data
sets, the context is obvious;
students can ask questions of
the data

• In 1964, Bell Labs partnered with MIT and GE to create Multics
(for Multiplexed Information and Computing Service)
“Such systems must run continuously and reliably 7 days a
week, 24 hours a day in a way similar to telephone or power
systems, and must be capable of meeting wide service
demands: from multiple man-machine interaction to the
sequential processing of absentee-user jobs; from the use of
the system with dedicated languages and subsystems to the
programming of the system itself”

Some history
• Bell Labs pulled out of the Multics project in 1969,
a group of researchers at Bell Labs started work
on Unics (Uniplexed information and computing
system) because initially it could only support one
user; as the system matured, it was renamed
Unix, which isn’t an acronym for anything
• Richie simply says that Unix is a “somewhat
treacherous pun on Multics”

More metacharacters: |
This does not mean “pipe” in the context of regular
expressions; instead it translates to “or”; we can use it to
combine two expressions, the subexpressions being called
alternatives
flood|fire
will match the lines
Horses are forbidden to eat fire hydrants in Marshalltown, Iowa.
was chilly here too but with fire hot hot hot
waiting for goverment handouts when the basement floods
puts flood pants on i case it happens again

More metacharacters: |

• It also underscores the fact
that not all data come in a
rectangle; in the rest of their
classes, students will see
“clean” data sets -- that is,
we’re happy to get
“unsanitized” logs

We can include any number of alternatives...
flood|earthquake|hurricane|Starfire
will match the lines
Bush's earthquake causing lever is right beside his hurricane causing lever
earthquakes are like our tornados I guess
Global Warming is causing Tsunamis and hurricanes and Earthquakes...
FL usually gets some hurricanes.. we were lucky this time...
puts flood pants on i case it happens again
Not everyone gets it off work Starfire

Moving on
• From web logs and chat scrapes, where simple Unix tools
were sufficient, we move to a larger text example
• Last quarter we looked at the transcripts from the Judge
Roberts confirmation hearings; these provided a context
in which to introduce Perl

SPECTER: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
We begin these hearings on the confirmation of Judge John Roberts to be chief justice of the United States
with first the introduction by Judge Roberts of his beautiful family, and then a few administrative
housekeeping details before we begin the opening statements, which will be 10 minutes in length, by each
senator.
At the conclusion of the opening statements, we will then turn to the introductions by Judge Lugar, Judge
Warner -- actually, Senator Lugar, Senator Warner and Senator Bayh, and then the administration of the
oath to Judge Roberts and his opening statement.
So, Judge Roberts, if you would at this time introduce your family we would appreciate it.
ROBERTS: (OFF-MIKE) Peggy Roberts and Barbara Burke. Barbara's husband Tim Burke is also here.
My uncle, Richard Podrasky (ph). Representing the cousins, my cousin, Jeannie Podrasky (ph).
My wife, Jane is right here, front and center, with our daughter, Josephine and our son, Jack. You'll see she
has a very tight grasp on Jack.
(LAUGHTER)
SPECTER: Thank you very much, Judge Roberts.
Judge Roberts had expressed his appreciation to have the introductions early. He said the maximum time of
the children's staying power was five minutes. And that is certainly understandable.
Thank you for doing that, Judge Roberts.
And now before beginning the opening statements, let me yield to my distinguished ranking member,
Senator Leahy.
LEAHY: Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for all the consultations. I think we have had each other's
home phones on speed dial, we've talked to each other so often. And I have every confidence our chairman
will conduct a fair and thorough hearing. You know, less than a quarter of those of us currently serving in the
Senate have exercised the Senate's advice-and-consent responsibility in connection with a nomination to
be chief justice of the United States. I think only 23 senators have actually been involved in that.

A step backwards
• Why these transcripts?

Going a little deeper
• They are not what one might consider “regular” data in
the sense that they are not nicely formatted

• The NY Times (September 4, 2005)
quotes something called the 80-20
rule; if the senators are talking 80%
of the time, you’re winning

• They let us control what we choose to extract; we can
bring questions and suggest analyses of these
(socially important) data, we are in charge of what is
quantified

• How would we investigate this? What
about peering deeper and compare
participants based on the words they
used?

• The data are just big enough that you have to rely on
an exploratory style of computing to decide if you’ve
got the data you really want
• Recall the data...

#!/usr/bin/perl

Where we’re headed

open(FH,”cat transcript*.txt |”);
while($str = <FH>){

• Given lists of words that are not ignorable we can
compute “distances” between the senators based on the
frequency distribution of words

chomp $str;
@words = split “ “,$str;
if($words[0] =~ m/^[A-Z]+:/){
$name = $words[0];
$name =~ s/:$//;
shift @words;

# drops “:” from name
# removes first element of an array

• Senators using the same language will be close to each
other and those using different language will be far apart

}
foreach $word (@words){
# insert “filtering” here
$counts{”$name $word”} += 1;
}
}

• We can then use this to create a “map” of each senator;
for example, multi-dimensional scaling is used to lay out
points in the plane so that their interpoint distances best
match the word-usage distances

foreach $pair (keys %counts){
print “$pair $counts{$pair}\n”;
}

• Here’s what you get...
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More context
• Last quarter, students worked
on group projects related to the
broad theme of “mapping”

Thin veneer of relevance
• Increasingly, our movements in
virtual spaces are being tracked
• Data of the kind we are going to
examine are becoming
commonplace
• They present a challenge to
statisticians because of their
scale and complexity
• ... but we are undaunted!

• We had, in discussion
sections, already considered
the kinds of data that they
might want to map
• This term, the theme will be
“sharing” and in particular, we
will focus on privacy and socalled “selective sharing,”
making these logs relevant

New data
• Researchers on the Dartmouth campus have been
logging how students and others use their wireless
network; we will look at their raw logs
• As with all our data so far, the data are stored on the
computer called lab-compute
•

scp -r lab-compute.stat.ucla.edu:/Data/wireless/march .

recursively copy from the
machine lab-compute

copy it to a directory of the same name (in
this case “march”) on your local machine

copy the files in the directory
/Data/wireless/march on the
computer lab-compute.stat.ucla.edu

The Dartmouth log files

The approach

• Like UCLA, Dartmouth offers a
number of wireless access
points (APs); these are (for
the most part) Cisco devices
• Whenever someone joins a wireless access point on
campus, their presence is logged

• Now that students are familiar
with Unix and Perl, we
transition to the Dartmouth
logs; these will provide a
transition to R (the main
statistical computing language
they’ll deal with)

• There are several kinds of messages that track the
process of joining, switching and leaving APs
• Each message includes a unique identifier corresponding
to the wireless device; it is derived from the MAC (media
access control) address of the device

The Dartmouth log files

• In this example, they extract
features from the wireless logs
and then perform some
rudimentary analysis in R

• Joining an AP creates Authenticated and Associated
messages, indicating the time, AP and MAC
• When the wireless device leaves one AP and joins
another, a Reassociated message is generated by the
new AP; a Roamed message is generated by the old AP
• Finally, if a device is inactive for some period, the AP
reports Deauthenticating the card; usually after a 30
minute window

First assignment
AP specification

1. We consider just the data available for
March of 2003. First, how many
different APs were used in Baker Hall
during this period? (Recall that these
would all have a specification of
baker#-ap.)
2. Next, create a time series of the
number of unique MAC addresses
associating with baker15-ap per day.
Again, consider just the days we have
available in March of 2003.
3. Finally, determine which AP is the
busiest (in terms of the number of
unique MACs accessing it during
March) and create a time series of
daily unique MAC counts for it.
4. We will now consider activity in terms
of users. Find the 25 users who
access the most unique APs during the
time we have in March.

• For the most part, AP’s are defined to be of the form
• building#-ap
• In the first few lines above we see
•

smith2-ap woodward2-ap sachem-north1-wb sachem-north1-wb woodward2-ap
smith2-ap last woodward2-ap roth2-ap mid-fayer2-ap mid-fayer2-ap
mid-fayer5-ap north-mass2-ap andres2-ap heorot2-ap andres1-ap
andres4-ap thirteen-east1-ap buchanan3-ap murdough5-ap murdough5-ap
murdough4-ap woodward2-ap

A simple line count
% gunzip -c 200303*.log.gz | cut -d” “ -f4 | uniq -c

600
550
500
400

450

sqrt(lines)

% gunzip -c *log.gz | egrep ‘(Rea|A)ssociated' |
egrep -v '\(Info\): Station \w+ (Rea|A)ssociated$' | more
1046494888
1046495000
1046495000
1046495009
1046495010
1046495191
1046495297
1046495297
1046495429
1046495602
1046495602
1046495767
1046495898
1046495899
1046496073
1046496139
1046496170
1046496206
1046496207
1046496271
1046496284
1046496443
1046496503
1046496503

650
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00:01:28
00:03:20
00:03:20
00:03:29
00:03:30
00:06:31
00:08:17
00:08:17
00:10:29
00:13:22
00:13:22
00:16:07
00:18:18
00:18:19
00:21:13
00:22:19
00:22:50
00:23:26
00:23:27
00:24:31
00:24:44
00:27:23
00:28:23
00:28:23

ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu

streeter2-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
cummings6-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104
streeter2-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
streeter2-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
sachem-center1-wb (Info): Disassociating 004096c34f0d, reason "Not Associated"
cummings9-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104
lord1-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
cummings9-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104
lord1-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
cummings9-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104
sachem-center1-wb (Info): Disassociating 004096c34f0d, reason "Not Associated"
mclane4-ap (Info): Disassociating 00d059f4641b, reason "Not Associated"
sachem-center1-wb (Info): Disassociating 00053c59fe04, reason "Not Associated"
cummings9-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104
lord1-ap (Info): Disassociating 00022d2fda7a, reason "Not Associated"
new-hamp1-ap (Info): Disassociating 003065c8c5fa, reason "Not Associated"
gw-bluezoo-root-wb (Info): Disassociating 00022d9045ee, reason "Not Associated"
cummings9-ap (Info): Disassociating 00409669431f, reason "Not Associated"
cummings4-ap (Info): Associated to Parent 004096fd8104

% gunzip -c *.gz | egrep '(Rea|A)ssociated' | egrep -v '\(Info\): Station \w+ (Rea|A)ssociated$' | wc

17382

243870 2324414

Leftovers
• There are plenty of lines stating that a device has
“Associated to Parent” with a MAC address
• Tess pointed this out last night; what do these lines
mean? how can we find out?
• ... consult oracle

% gunzip -c *.gz | egrep '(Rea|A)ssociated' |
egrep -v '\(Info\): (Station \w+ (Rea|A)ssociated$|Disassociating|
Associated to Parent|Disassociation|Deauthenticating)' | more
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

17:57:09
17:57:13
17:57:20
17:57:36
17:58:09
14:17:25
14:17:33
14:17:47
15:08:52
15:08:55
15:09:14
23:06:05

ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu
ns1.dartmouth.edu

berry13-ap (Warning): Station 0006256de9c7 Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted packet
berry13-ap (Warning): Station 0006256de9c7 Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted packet
berry13-ap (Warning): Station 0006256de9c7 Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted packet
berry13-ap (Warning): Station 0006256de9c7 Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted packet
berry13-ap (Warning): Station 0006256de9c7 Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted packet
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
sachem-center1-wb (Warning): Station 0040968c18da Associated with Encryption, then attempted to send an Unencrypted
chase2-ap (Info): Deauthentication from 000625497969, reason "Not Associated"

% gunzip -c *.gz | egrep '(Rea|A)ssociated' | egrep -v '\(Info\): (Station \w+ (Rea|A)ssociated$|

Disassociating|Associated to Parent|Disassociation|Deauthenticating)' | wc
78804

674537

Just pulling out “usage” lines
% gunzip -c 200303*.log.gz |
egrep '\(Info\): Station \w+ (Rea|A)ssociated$' |
cut -d” “ -f4 | uniq -c

300

320

340

360

•
•
•

sqrt(re/a!lines)

3429

280

• Inevitably, there are several
answers to each of the initial
questions posed to them; we
get into groups and identify the
(usually small number) of
choices made and agree on
the “right” approach

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
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• With these tasks, the students
learn to orient themselves in a
big data set

1046645829
1046645833
1046645840
1046645856
1046645889
1046719045
1046719053
1046719067
1046722132
1046722135
1046722154
1046750765
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Simple graphics
• From here we extract certain features
of the data and bring them into R (we
technically take a break from the
wireless logs and use a data set from
a sensor network to introduce R)
• Students start with rather simple
graphics of building-wise usage,
contrasting weekends and weekdays

Next assignment: Flow
• You are going to create matrices that describe the flow of users
between the different buildings on campus. Given two buildings, A and
B, for each day i, let n(A,B,i) represent the number of times people
using an access point in building A move to an access point in building
B. In terms of our log file, this means someone has associated (or
reassociated) with an access point in A and then associates (or
reassociates) with an access point in B. Consider only those people
who move from A directly to B; that is, we will not count in n(A,B,i)
someone who moved from A to C and then to B. Notice also that
n(B,A,i), the number of people using B who move to A, will be a
different number. Right now, we will count the number of transitions, no
matter who made them; a single student might be responsible for all
the changes between the buildings. If you are feeling ambitious, you
might want to instead tabulate n (A,B,i), the number of unique people
(MAC addresses) that move from A to B.
*
• Extension: Let A and B be users and now let n(A,B,i) be the number of
times the two users are associated with the same AP.

Individual users access only a very small portion of APs in
the network, less than 40% in all campuses. The long-term
mobility of users displays strong skewness of time associated
with each AP. On average a user spends more than 95% of
time at its top five most visited APs.

We observe clear repetitive patterns of association in
wireless network users. Typically, user association patterns
show the strongest repetitive pattern at time gap of one day
and the second strongest at one week.

In all the traces, the MNs [Mobile Nodes] encounter a
relatively small fraction of the user population; below 40% in
most cases and never reaching above 60% in any case... on
average a MN only encounters 1.88%-5.94% of the whole
population. The number of total encounters for the users
follows a BiPareto distribution, the parameters of which
depends on the campus.

Some observations
• The logs contain certain ambiguities that have not been
documented (or at least as of last year); these are both
good (they demonstrate that even when we engineer data
collection, there can be anomalies) but we need a
backstory to interpret what we’re doing
• It is really important to have the building names
associated with the APs; for us, the context is critical and
it’s hard to understand usage patterns if you don’t know
either the location or function of the buildings
• After the Dartmout logs, we move to databases and MIT’s
Reality Mining project (although I didn’t realize this was
hosted by CRAWDAD; we went directly to Nathan)

Machine Perception and Learning of Complex Social Systems
Reality Mining defines the collection of machine-sensed environmental data
pertaining to human social behavior. This new paradigm of data mining makes
possible the modeling of conversation context, proximity sensing, and
temporospatial location throughout large communities of individuals. Mobile
phones (and similarly innocuous devices) are used for data collection, opening
social network analysis to new methods of empirical stochastic modeling.
The original Reality Mining experiment is one of the largest mobile phone
projects attempted in academia. Our research agenda takes advantage of the
increasingly widespread use of mobile phones to provide insight into the
dynamics of both individual and group behavior. By leveraging recent advances
in machine learning we are building generative models that can be used to
predict what a single user will do next, as well as model behavior of large
organizations.
We have captured communication, proximity, location, and activity information
from 100 subjects at MIT over the course of the 2004-2005 academic year.
This data represents over 350,000 hours (~40 years) of continuous data on
human behavior. Such rich data on complex social systems have implications
for a variety of fields. The research questions we are addressing include:
•
•
•
•
•

How do social networks evolve over time?
How entropic (predictable) are most people's lives?
How does information flow?
Can the topology of a social network be inferred from only proximity data?
How can we change a group's interactions to promote better functioning?

If you have a Nokia Symbian Series 60 Phone (such as the Nokia 6600) with a
data plan, you can participate. Additionally, we have cleaned the 2004-2005
data of identifiable information and are making it available to other
researchers within the academic community. Both the mobile phone
application and the resultant dataset can be downloaded here.

Reality mining
• Students learn about
databases and SQL by
accessing the Reality Mining
data set
• Here R is used to issue SQL
calls which allows student to
consider where to perform
computations

But...
• If there’s one thing that databases are
good at, it’s dates

• This quarter we will (in
conjunction with CENS)
employ a mobile platform to
upload data

• In fact, many databases are constantly
updated as transactions occur; in
these settings, it can be crucial to be
able to manipulate timestamps easily
• Here is another example that
generates the same data as before,
but only brings over to R a small table,
not 114K records

And to end the quarter
• We close with one final scripting language, this time for
visualization and dynamic graphics
• Processing comes is a Java-based language that comes
from design/media art
• Continuing on the theme of “What’s easy? What’s hard?”,
Processing makes dynamic visualizations simple; it
handles things like smooth animation behind the scenes

Ben Fry

Casey Reas

Processing is an open source
programming language and
environment for people who want
to program images, animation,
and sound. It is used by
students, artists, designers,
architects, researchers, and
hobbyists for learning,
prototyping, and production. It is
created to teach fundamentals of
computer programming within a
visual context and to serve as a
software sketchbook and
professional production tool.
Processing is developed by
artists and designers as an
alternative to commercial
software tools in the same
domain.

Processing
• As an environment, Processing includes a text editor for
composing programs, a display window for viewing
running programs, and a compiler that takes the program
from code to “runnable” form
• Given Processing’s lineage, it should not surprise you
that its basic unit of production is called a sketch; a
sketch is simply a directory that contains code and data
(compare it to an R package, for example)

http://processing.org

Save a sketch

Export a sketch

Create a new sketch

Open a sketch or run an example

Run your program

Simple text editor; code goes here

Stop a running program

Toolbar
Tabs

Message area: Information from
Processing about your code
Text area: You can write here with
functions like print()

Display window

Beyond UCLA
• Interestingly, we get a fair number of EE and CS graduate
students in this course; a similar course has been started
at CS in UC Merced
• Courses like this are also starting to emerge in other
statistics departments; the programs at UC Berkeley and
UC Davis have similar offerings and we now have an
NSF grant to add computing to the undergraduate
statistics curriculum
• This summer we held our second Undergraduate
Program in Statistics; it is a week-long event during which
undergraduates are presented rich data sets and explore
simple-to-moderately complex statistical tools -- one of
the main data sets involved localization based on signal
strength

Thank you

